Making Money in the Atlantic World

Description
Around the early modern Atlantic basin, mediums of exchange and stores of value—in other words, money—could take different forms, colors, and shapes, from a handful of cacao to a human captive. What did it mean that a lump of silver or iron and a person could both serve as currency? Over the course of the semester we will explore what money was and meant in this historical context. We will approach money as a tangible thing, a technology, and as an experience to uncover the interplay of power and hierarchy in the past. What made something valuable, exchangeable, trustworthy, and lost-lasting remained unstable. As a result, this is also a history of seeing and knowing the world. Evaluations about quality or value, then as now, were rooted in the human senses and broader structural forces.

This seminar centers on the profound changes in the making, using, and conceptualizing of money that took place around the Atlantic world during the early modern period, a place and a time of expanding empires, extractive enterprises, and changing categories of race, gender, and class. It is not an economic history in the strict sense, but rather an attempt to understand the broader political, social, and cultural uses and meanings of money from diverse perspectives, in addition to its economic functions. Alongside ideologies and experiences of money, we will also explore the physical forms and movement of money, including the range of commodities that served as currencies across a vast Atlantic world. We will see the work (physical and intellectual) required for currency to cross geographical distance, hold value over time, and inspire trust—tasks all quite vexing in a time without consistent legal protections for capital. Topics for the semester include counterfeiting, alchemy, the slave trade, bubbles, crashes, credit instruments, and capital punishment.

Learning Goals
The seminar explores practices and ideas across a broad geography to illustrate that the history of money is more than economic history. It can better be understood as a history of power exercised by states, institutions, and individuals, as well as a history of the structural possibilities and constraints faced by people in the past. It is a course that uses an economic subject—money—to investigate a series of questions that fall under the
We will address questions of who buys, who sells, who moves, and who profits—not only who is able to do these things, but who is allowed to do so and who is forced to. How these seemingly simple questions have been answered in a range of historical contexts depended on categories of race, class, gender, and religion. By applying the lenses of race, class, gender, and religion we will uncover complicated and connected histories of money, as well as the power dynamics that sustained or thwarted them. Combining the material experience of how money was made, moved, and used with its larger political, legal, commercial, cultural, and technological consequences is a goal for this semester. Rarely was a coin simply a coin.

The course is designed for history majors as well as students who may only have a little experience with history. Students need not be familiar with the early modern period to enroll but will get more from the class if they are. By the end of the semester, students will be able to make connections between assigned readings and the broader themes of the course. We will work on how to ask analytical questions about the past and the ways historians have considered it. In other words, we will become comfortable exploring how we know what we know. Class meetings will rely heavily on primary sources and the assigned secondary source readings to interrogate social structures, embodied experiences, and historical events through group discussion. Students will also practice using historical context to evaluate institutions, change over time, and power relationships within social, racial, gendered, and cultural contexts. Assignments and discussion will focus on building comfort with communicating arguments and marshaling evidence in writing and speech, while also providing opportunities for collaboration and creativity.

**Requirements**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participation</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekly Reflections</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currency Project</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Source Analysis</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book Review</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposal</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currency</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation &amp; Reflection</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Active, informed participation is expected each week. Be sure to complete the readings before class, noting things you find interesting or about which you have questions. Your participation grade does not depend on mastery of the material, but on consistent and honest engagement with the readings and your peers. It is also important that together we create a respectful community where everyone feels comfortable thinking out loud, trading ideas, and venturing thoughts that may not be fully formed. Respect and courtesy are essential at all times. Outside of class, students are encouraged to meet with the instructor during office hours in advance of class or assignments.
Discussion-based classes are successful to the extent that students can organize a sustained productive conversation that delves deeply into the readings, compares/contrasts them, and puts them into larger context. Doing so requires confronting historical details, analyzing historical methodology, and deciding how you feel about it. Students who find it challenging to articulate their best thoughts in class are welcome to use other means—emails to the class, for example—to compensate to a degree. Here is a rubric for assessing participation:

*Outstanding:* Contributions in class reflect exceptional preparation. Ideas offered are always substantive, provide one or more major insights as well as direction for the class. Challenges are well substantiated and persuasively presented. If this person were not a member of the class, the quality of discussion would be diminished markedly.

*Good:* Contributions in class reflect thorough preparation. Ideas offered are usually substantive, provide good insights and sometimes direction for the class. Challenges are well substantiated and often persuasive. If this person were not present, the quality of discussion would be diminished.

*Adequate:* Contributions in class reflect satisfactory preparation. Ideas offered are sometimes substantive, provide generally useful insights but seldom offer a new direction for the discussion. Challenges are sometimes presented, fairly well substantiated, and are sometimes persuasive. If this person were not a member of the class, the quality of discussion would be diminished.

*Non-Participant:* This person says little or nothing in class. Hence, there is not an adequate basis for evaluation. If this person were not present, the quality of discussion would be unchanged.

*Unsatisfactory:* Contributions in class reflect inadequate preparation. Ideas offered are seldom substantive, provide few if any insights and never a constructive direction for the class. Integrative comments and effective challenges are absent. If this person were not a member of the class, valuable air-time would be saved.

In addition to participation, grades for the class depend on weekly responses to the readings which will help you organize your thoughts in advance of discussion. They also depend on several short writing assignments building up to a final project to conceptualize and design your own currency. This is a project that requires you to engage with historical material in an unconventional way using what we’ve read during the semester and some new material. It is your opportunity to escape the confines of the typical essay. Be creative. While each project will take a different form, designing a currency generally requires some similar elements: considering its legal frameworks, punishments, physical forms, and exchangeability, for example, as well as who can access it and where. These projects are not meant to be a writing assignment in disguise, but rather are meant to encourage you to construct, draw, paint, compose, sew, etcetera a currency system rooted in history and your imagination. While there are certainly some requirements, the direction it takes is up to you!

These currencies will be presented to the class in the last week of the semester and will be followed by a short reflection piece. We will discuss the project at length in class, but a note here that it will not be graded on quality of artistry, but on the project’s success at communicating history creatively, analytically, and thoughtfully in a non-traditional
format. Time in class each week will be set aside to plan and develop ideas, work on assignments, and consult with the professor (we will also have a mid-semester meeting to check progress).

**Policies**

Students must attend class each week unless they have a valid medical necessity and notify the instructor before class, if possible. Unexcused absences will lower your participation grade and multiple absences may result in a failing grade. Please contact the instructor with as much notice as possible if you foresee a conflict with your schedule or are concerned you may not be able to complete an assignment satisfactorily by a given deadline. Please bring the readings and your notes to class either printed or digitally. Laptops are permitted in class for this purpose (and often encouraged for looking at primary sources), but all non-pertinent browsers and programs must be closed. Texting in class is not permitted.

Outside of class, students are encouraged to meet with the instructor during office hours. Office hours are a time to ask particular questions, discuss general topics, or simply check in with the instructor. This time each week is set aside for you, so take advantage of it if you are able. I look forward to continuing our discussions outside the classroom.

All students are responsible for understanding and complying with Johns Hopkins’s ethics standards. In this course, you are expected to be honest and truthful. Ethical violations include cheating on exams, plagiarism, reuse of assignments, improper use of the Internet and electronic devices, unauthorized collaboration, alteration of graded assignments, forgery and falsification, lying, facilitating academic dishonesty, and unfair competition. Report any violations you witness to the instructor. You may consult the associate dean of student affairs and/or the chairman of the Ethics Board beforehand. See the guide on “Academic Ethics for Undergraduates” and the Ethics Board Web site (http://ethics.jhu.edu) for more information.

Any student with a disability who may need accommodations in this class must obtain an accommodation letter from Student Disability Services, 385 Garland, (410) 516-4720, studentdisabilityservices@jhu.edu.

**Readings**

There are no books you are required to buy for this course. All of the readings listed below are available as e-reserves on our Blackboard site or as e-books (available via Catalyst). Books also are available at the bookstore and on reserve at the library. Other readings will be posted electronically or distributed via email, and are marked with an asterisk (*) on the schedule.
Schedule (subject to change)

Week 1 (Jan 30): Introductory Meeting
Federal Reserve of New York, *Once Upon a Dime.* [link]

Week 2 (Feb 6): Frameworks & Provocations
Peruse this 2012 forum on the future of money: spectrum.ieee.org/static/future-of-money

Week 3 (Feb 13): Mercantilism & The Scarcity of Money

Week 4 (Feb 20): Encounters & Exchanges

**Week 5 (Feb 27): Silver, The First Global Currency**
Rebecca Spang, “Adventures of a Shilling: How Human Life has been Bound to Useless Metals,” *Times Literary Supplement* (December 6, 2019). [link]

**Week 6 (Mar 5): The Slave Trade**

**Week 7 (Mar 12): Financial Revolution?**
Week 8: SPRING VACATION, NO CLASS

Week 9 (Mar 26): Book Club

Week 10 (Apr 2): Colonial Paper Money
Benjamin Irvin, “Benjamin Franklin’s Enriching Virtues: Continental Currency and the Creation of a Revolutionary Republic,” Common-place 6, no. 3. [link]

Week 11 (Apr 9): Special Collections Visit

Week 12 (Apr 16): Passing Money

Week 13 (Apr 23): Crashes & Bubbles
Daniel Defoe, *A Journal of the Plague Year*... (London, 1722). [link or link]

**Week 14 (Apr 30): Conclusion**  
Student presentations/wrap-up